General Surgery Educational Conference
Johnson Center @ Cleary University
3725 Cleary Drive * Howell, MI * 48043

Wednesday, March 25, 2015
“Soft Tissue Tumors”
Moderator: Dana Busch, DO

Agenda

8:00 – 8:30  Registration

9:00 – 10:00  Soft Tissue Sarcomas
Speaker: Alfred E. Chang, MD, University of Michigan Hospital/Comprehensive Cancer Center, Ann Arbor, MI

10:00 – 11:00  Surgical Management of Melanoma
Speaker: Douglas M. Iddings, DO, PC, Flint, MI

11:00 – 12:00  Chemotherapy for Melanoma
Speaker: Mohammad Chisti, MD, Bloomfield Hills, MI

12:00 – 1:00  Miscellaneous Non-Malignant Soft Tissue Tumors
Speaker: Dana M. Busch, DO, Waterford, MI

Please complete an evaluation for today’s conference at https://scs.msu.edu/eval. We use your feedback to improve future conferences.